King of My Heart
Greg Walton

Intro
EbbEbb/Eb CmbEbbsus4 EdD
EbbEbb/Eb CmbEbbsus4 Ed

Verse 1
Fill me, I'm an empty vessel; make me whole,
GbbA bbAsus4 A bGb bA
You are Lord, Lord.

Refrain 1
You are Lord and king of my heart.
A/Cb bBmb Asus4 G A bD
Bb/D CmbBbsus4 A b b b

Verse 2
Bread of life, blessed and broken; make us whole,
GbbA bbAsus4 A bGb bA
You are Lord and king of our hearts.

Refrain 2
You are Lord and king of our hearts.
A/Cb bBmb Asus4 G D
Bb/D CmbBbsus4 A b b b

Verse 3
Sacred cup of our salvation; make us whole,
GbbA bbAsus4 A bGb bA
You are Lord and king of our hearts.

Refrain 3
You are Lord and king of our hearts.
A/Cb bBmb Asus4 G D
Bb/D CmbBbsus4 A b b b